Open the back cover

Open the notch on the lid, then pull lightly along the lid cracks.
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Notice: In accordance with the instructions, you should be prompted to insert, remove the batteries to avoid unnecessary damage to the body or battery.

Plug the battery
Keep battery metal contacts and fuselage battery contactor alignment, then gently press down to push the battery into the phone smoothly.

Unlock and Lock screen

You can drag the ring to unlock, or drag the edge of the screen to the left to enter camera interface, and right to enter the other interface. To lock the screen, you only need to press the power key in any interface, then the mobile phone will enter standby mode.

Enter Desktop

Unlock the desktop, you can click the icon to open the corresponding application; you can also drag the icons to make sequence after long pressing the icon. If you want to remove the icon, just long press the icon, and wait "× delete" appear on the top side of the screen, then drag the icon to the "× delete" position and release, you can remove shortcuts of this application, but it will not uninstall this application.
For the first time you use the phone, please select the way of importing contacts. Zopo phone supports a variety of ways to add contacts. You can import contacts from SIM card, SD card, or set the synchronization account, and also you can create a new contact directly.

Sending a message, you can add one or more contacts one time. The information content supports sending text or inserting pictures, face, video, audio, business cards, and slides.

You can use T9 keypad to make a call, and you can also search for contacts. It supports you search contact name by the first letter of alphabet, part of the alphabet, full spelling, and the telephone number. The search results will be optimized sorting in accordance with the degree of matching and contact frequency. Missed calls in the call log will be marked in red logo.
Opening the camera program to take photos, it supports two-finger kneading to adjust the focus, continuous shooting, self-timer, smile recognition, multi-view, panorama, face recognition and other professional shooting modes; at the bottom of the screen, click the camera button for video recording.

Set up your email account, you can use Zopo phones to send and receive mails. You will be notified the first time while new message arrives.

The browser supports double-click or two-finger kneading to zoom web page; through page navigation, you can quickly access popular sites; the browser also supports multi-bookmark, multi-window, offline reading and intelligent full-screen viewing area best fit etc.
Enter the gallery program, you can zoom picture by double-click or two-finger kneading; you can slide left and right to switch previous or next image, click on the image can display or hide menu, edit the picture or select to share the application by message, Bluetooth, e-mail, twitter etc.

When you receive a new notice, you can open the notifications panel to view information, calendar or event notification. Drop down the status bar by single finger to open the notifications panel; drop down the status bar by two fingers to open the quick switch bar. The notification panel and the quick switch bar can be switched by clicking the buttons on the right top corner of the screen.

Music program supports playback of local music, and supports variety of modes to play songs, such as by the artist, album, song name, playlist.
Switch multiple tasks

The phone of Zopo supports multiple-task running at the same time, you only need to long press main screen, select the application you need, then it can switch multiple tasks.

Add Desktop Gadgets

To add a desktop widget, you can long press the needed widget in the menu, and then drag it to an empty area of the desktop and release it.